
Color – Intense on the human figure vs. greyer on the background (to show 
depth). Colors are almost neutral to show the filthy working condition. I 
used the intense red on the pants to show force, strength, emphasise on the 
worker, contrast with the environment. Colorful background on the left 
corner is the shanghai tower and shopping centre which are the eventual 
goal of the worker but I gave it a grey wash, to show that this goal is elusive
YYellow hat covering eyes —> can’t see the actual prospect, worker is 
blinded  
Scale – enlarged hand vs. reduced head —> physical power vs. intelligence
Crop — crop out his head (uneducated) and legs, showing the part of his 
body that exhibits the most power 
Not balanced—heavier on the right side: hammer smashing onto the ground 
from left to right
Motion— strong diagonals in his body gesture (force)Motion— strong diagonals in his body gesture (force)
Geometric shapes — this artwork contains nothing that adopts biomorphic 
shapes, not even the muscles —> industrial, sharpness, strength
Script —in China, every construction site has a banner saying “safety is 
more import than efficiency”, etc. however this is ironic since we can see 
the filthy and unsafe working condition.

Nov  7,  2013  Page  1

Objective: To show the physical man power of Chinese Workers.

                                                  Aim: To explorespecial and insightful perspectives on 
common aspects from our daily lives

This is a poster posted by Chinese government during cultural revolution. Back to that time 
period, the major media, such as photography, radio, etc. all indoctrinated the idea that as long 
as people worked hard enough to break the old beliefs, there would be a new world con-
structed. My artwork is influenced by this poster that I also depicted a worker holding the 
hammer smashing to the floor. However Chinese media mainly transfer the wealth and happi-
ness the workers achieved through painstakingness, but mine displays that no matter how in-
dustrious they are, they can hardly change reality, consequently, he had to generate entire 
physical power and dedication in working. We both used red to show passion and strength.
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Artist  Research

Objective: To show how a routine scene of city streets can be beautiful.

Primary Source
Oct 14, 2013
Rd. TangZhong
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Thumbnail

Lorde at Live Concert
Source from 
@lordemusic 
is the official Instagram 
account of Lorde (the 
singer in this picture)

which shows the her expressional force.

                                                                                   Aim:To explore special and 
insightful perspectives on common aspects from daily life. 
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The emo rock band, My chemical Ro-
mance, performing live in the US.
Picture of lead vocal of the band My 
Chemical Romance -- Gerard Way
2008
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Objective:  To show the expressional force of live performers. Aim: To explore special and insightful perspectives on 
common aspects from daily life.

Thumbnail



I aimed to show how peace and pasion can exist simultaneously internally with the use of gestures, 
under the aim -- to explore special and insightful perspectives on common aspects from daily life.

Thumbnail  

This artwork has the geometric pattrens in it, which was widely used in Islamic art. 
Starting from the center, the artwork is symmetrical to all directions--radial balance. 
Also concentric circles are significantly used with the same common center as the 
symmetrical center. The repitition is also noticeable in this artpiece. The whole art-
work is made by geometric shapes placed in a repeated, concentric 
and continuous way, from small shapes in the 
middle to the larger parts farther away. The
 colors in this artwork are also main
-ly primary and secondary colors. The mosaic
 texture is also used--a pattern produced by
 arranging together small pieces of stone, 
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Thumbnail

Artist  

Research

Media--golden foil to from the outline of this face in profile. Texture--natural shades and texture variation of the golden-
foil. Also, Adny Warhol drew on the golden foil with ink to add details. Overall, the face is simple planned though depict-
ing elegance. 
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                                                                                                                                                   Aim: to explore special and in-
sightful perspectives on common aspects from daily life.
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Sept.  16,  2014  Page  10First, I painted on one blank paper 
          with opaque, high intensity 
                   paints. Then I put an
                   other blank paper on 
                   top of it, and by 
              controlling the time and 
           pressure for the papers to be           pressure for the papers to be
              attached, I conrolled the 
                 amount of paint printed. 
                   Because this surface is very 
                   colorful and in high intensity, it
                 represents the primal and 
            creative imagination of 
         children.         children.



During this interviw, I also discovered that the parents of these children all 
encouraged them to say that the original animal looks the most pretty and 
was rather upset when the answer was opposite. Through the interview, I 
learnt that children view the animals differently form the adults. They’d 
rather regard the animals as the way they wish them to look like.

Primary Source
Zoo of Chengdu
Spet 10, 2014
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I painted this panda becuase I will paint a 
panda with giraffe’s body surface on my 
final artwork



Mica Angela Hendricks
2013
Illustrations by Hendricks

This professional illustrator and her 4 years old daughter worked 
on a series of wonderful drawings that were passed back and forth between mother and daughter until 
reaching an unexpected final form. According to Hendricks herself “In most instances, kids’ imagina-
tions way outweigh a grownup’s, and it always looked better that what I had imagined.” 

12

In my work, I collaborated with two Grade 2 children from our school by inviting them to directly 
write on my finished artworks, so like Hendricks I took a creative risk. Also Hendricks gave her 
daughter much freedom to paint in the way she wanted, like what I did with these two students. I 
asked the children where, spatially, to put the text, and what colors to use. 
In this way, I believe I can display the curious and primal “children’s” views better, since the children  
were involved in the creation process. 

These are the practices done 
by the Grade 2 children

The two Grade 2 children 
working on my artwork.

 Notice that in the final result, the little girl    
   made a spelling error, and the little 
   boy misjudged the available space, 
   resulting in some writing errors, both 
   of which I retained, and which I be
   lieve contributes to the work’s object
  ive, which is to show the curious and primal 
view of children.One thing in particular could be 
improved, though.  Hendricks’ results were sur-
prising and unexpected, also whimsical.  My re-
sults for this artwork were more controlled and 
predictable.  This is an area I plan to improve in 
a future artwork.

Ceci n’est pas 
une pipe
René Magritte 
1929
63.5*93.98cm



1. Link to Kandinsky Moscow I = Composition and abstraction links to Kandinsky-- 
high intensity colors similar to Fauvist color, quasi-divisionalist texture, black outlines 
which define simple abstract form, and size relationships.Ulrike Becks-Malorny, 
author of Kandinsky, 2007, ISBN 978-3-8228-3564-7, quoted Kandinsky’s words:  “I 
would love to paint a large landscape of Moscow—taking elements from everywhere 

                 and combining them into a  
                                single picture—weak and strong 
parts, mixing everything together in the same way the world is mixed of different ele-
ments. It must be like an orchestra”. -- the perceptions of children to guide the process 
and the result. 2. Cultural Link = Children notice details different than details noticed 
by adults--cultural difference between younger children and adults.3. Principles of 
Design: Scale and Proportion – details are sizes based on their importance in the 
\imagination of children (I knew this after asking a group of children what they see in 
        cities), which isn’t a natural size relationship--  
        “hierarchal size” such as was used in Ancient Egypt.   
        Motion – heavy use of diagonals to show motion be
        cause children’s thoughts seem to be in constant 
        motion.4. Strategies for Expression: Humor—
        whimsical nature of children’s ideas. Stylization— 
        Fauvism, Pointillism, and the hierarchal size 
                common in ancient Egyptian frieze paintings.

Thumbnail
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Firstly, I cut the plastic board into pieces that combined to be a huge 
cake and sticked them on a board. Then I drew black outlines around the   
 specific shapes. Next, I used only a fork with thick acrylic paints to 
   add color to the surface but leaving its natural sgraffito texture. Fi- 
      nally, I gave the background a wash of blue and used the fork to 
       add some water dimple like texture to show the change in the shad-
        ows and tints. From the little children I talked with, I knew that 
                 they saw a huge cake on the way to school, thus I picked a big                        they saw a huge cake on the way to school, thus I picked a big       
          cake to give emphasis on. I didn’t mix colors to one another or 
add                          water--high intensity of colors. The sgraffito texture of fork also 

helps      to create a more imaginative texture, than that in reality. However, when looking 
from further away, the texture mixed together that loses its special effect, so only people who 
look closely and study my city closely can notice these details, and normally these people are 
the children. 

2012. Baltimore. USA. 
Picture of Male Oriole
Sdakatabird.com -- website 
for bird watching enthusiasts

I made this drawing, since I 
painted a bird in a pyramid 
in my final artwork.

Observational

Drawing
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#1#1
Process: In this surface experiment, I firstly paint on one paper with very opaque and thick 
paint, and made sure the paint of one color didn't blend in with one another. Then before it 
dried, I pressed another paper on top of it in the way of printing. By controlling the time for 
the two papers to attach, and the force I pressed on a particular part of the paint, I controlled 
the amount of paint printed on the other paper. Finally, I drew some lines to divide each color 
blocks. 
Reason:Reason: This is the second surface that I tried the printing technique. Through this technique, 
a very distinctive insect’s wing-like texture is created.  Notice that instead of having every 
space filled with paint, some spaces I left in blank, which is controlled by different amount of 
pressure I gave. This shows the “fragmental” “whimsical” but leaping way of thinking. 

#2

#3

#2



Observational  Drawings
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I chose this to be my observational drawing source because there’s 
a shark on the lower left corner of my artwork.

Primary Source
May 10, 2014 
YiZhou Avenue
Chengdu, China

This is the sitting man I will 
draw in my final artwork.



This thumbnail aims to show the tiredness of pedlar in an outdoor market under the aim -- to explore special and insightful per-
spectives on common aspects from daily life.
Artist Link: Paul Gauguin’s Mahana No Atua: Abstraction—linked abstraction includes the high intensity and highly ab-
stracted color and color blocks with smooth edges. This fulfills my objective that the bright colors indicate the crowdedness 
and liveness in this outdoor night-market, yet adding curved edges renders everything to lose its sharp passion and energy and 
in turn creates the feeling of melancholiness, tiredness. 
Ryu Young Do’s The lapse of time: Composition—I placed three people in the way that Ryu Young Do did, and significantly 
blended them into the environment and gave the people and background different levels of abstraction. Size—size of the 
human figures are enlarged, size of the background is reduced.
Relevance:Inspiration of this thumbnail is a trip to the poorest, not advanced town located in the far mountain area in China. 
Here, I discovered that everything is simple, small yet complete, while this outdoor market most effectively displayed how the 
peddler spend 0.5 RMB renting a platform to sell vegetables, 1 RMB renting a platform to sell meat, etc. 
Deisgn: Color— I chose high intensitDeisgn: Color— I chose high intensity, highly abstracted vivid colors for the background and the customer, while dark neutral 
colors for the peddler. Such contrast depict the exhaustion and boredom they felt. Negative and Positive space— it’s hard to 
distinguish which is the positive place and which is the negative place since I blended the human into the environment. 
Size Relationship—the human sizes are enlarged 
while the size of the truck and mountains are reduced. 
Repetition—the patterns on the hand are repeated to
 display the translucently virtual image. Abstraction
—this artwork has multiple levels of abstraction. —this artwork has multiple levels of abstraction. 
While the three people appeared to be relatively 
naturalistic, the truth is slightly abstracted, and the 
mountains in the background is hardly recognisable. 
Thus, different abstraction levels provide different 
focuses to each part that the more abstracted the object
 is, the less focus is given. Angle of view and 
Ambiguity— Since I blended the human figures Ambiguity— Since I blended the human figures 
with the environment, it’s hard to decide what’s the
 angle of view and this in turn created ambiguity.
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                      Objective: show the tiredness of a pedlar in an outdoor market under aim   
                           moto explore insightful perspectives on common aspects from daily life. This         
               is the view when you put your face on your hand and look at the outdoor 
                     market through the fingers. Due to different focal points of the two eyes, we 
               can even see the double image of  nose and fingers. Artist Link: Paul 
                    Gauguin’s Mahana No Atua-- Abstraction—high intensity and abstracted  
                    color-- indicate the crowdedness and liveness in market. Color blocks with 
                                smooth edges -- avoid sharp motion and energy, thus creating tiredness. 
`̀               Colors—colorful background vs. neutrual objects. Culture: Inspired by a 
market called “the Big Market” in the area I live in.  People there only focus on profits. However, this man is resting without 
concerning about the surroundings-- initial goal of making money became tedious job, but can hardly change reality. Therefore, 
he symbolises the final result of the peddler in this market. Design: Form—hand has six fingers, two nose bridges due to the 
special angle of view. Color— I chose high intensity, highly abstracted colors for the background while dark neutral colors for 
the hand -- contrast depicts the exhaustion and boredom.the hand -- contrast depicts the exhaustion and boredom. Abstraction—hand is hardly recognisable. Negative and Positive      
                        space— hard to distinguish between 
                         them. Size relationship—huge hand 

vs. other background--major focus 
to the hand. Repetition—patterns on 
the hand are repeated to display the 
translucently virtual image. Organi-
zation of Space — enlarged hand. 
Stylization— fauvist use of colors. 
Angle of view— Looking through Angle of view— Looking through 
pedlar’s eyes--tiredly sitting in the 
market and staring out from his fin-
gers. Depth— foreground (the 
hand), middle ground (woman, 
truck, and two customers, back-
ground (the crowds, the shops, two 
people higgling on the goods). 



dlar.

Objective: to show the tiredness of a pedlar in an outdoor market. Aim: to explore 
insightful and special perspectives on common aspects from daily life.




